
Scan these primordial circuits of energy from right to left for the connection.

WEEKLY ZOHAR PORTION
Vayetze ("And he went out")

(2) "Seven vanities"
13. Sitrei Torah (Secrets of the Torah). "And the sun also rises, and the sun goes down" (Kohelet 1:5). Why did
King Solomon begin his book of wisdom with this? Rabbi Elazar said that King Solomon based his book upon
the seven Vanities upon which the world is established. The pillars and foundations that sustain the world are
called 'vanities,' for just as the body cannot endure without vanity (also: 'breath'), so the world cannot endure
without these vanities mentioned by King Solomon. And these are seven, as it is written, "Vanity of vanities,
says Kohelet, vanity of vanities; all is vanity" (Ibid. 2). Altogether, there are seven.

14. You may say that, if this is so, the world is sustained on precious pearls. Yet elsewhere it is written of evil
vanities that cause the destruction of the universe, as in, "this is vanity and an evil disease" (Kohelet 6:2), and
"This...is vanity and harmful spirit" (Ibid. 4). Assuredly this is so. Although these seven vanities are holy and
necessary for the existence of the world, there are corresponding vanities from which every judgment in the
world radiates. These other vanities punish men and correct them, so they will walk the path of righteousness.
They are called 'a vanity in which there is [an] evil disease,' and 'a vanity which is striving after wind.' And they
maintain the world because they ensure that men tread the path of righteousness in fear of the Holy One,
blessed be He. Therefore, there are many vanities that spread from these seven.
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|~AYIN-BET (The 72 Names of God) ~Reflections #50. DALED NUN YUD - Guardian angel,
Daniel - "Angel of Eloquence" - ENOUGH IS NEVER ENOUGH

Everything is possible... When we believe it, we will see it.

MEDITATION

Your eyes and heart remain focused on the end goal at all times. You awaken the persistence
and passion to never—and that means never—ever settle for less!
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